
Otis Owl’s Diary 
Correct the Tricky Words

Otis Owl has written a diary entry about a feather he found. He is using 
some tricky words.
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2 Check Otis’s work. Rewrite the sentences with the correct spellings.

Wun night, igh woz sitting in migh tree.

  

 



Ther woz a blue feather in migh tree! 

 

Igh tried too find the owner.

 

Igh went to arsk migh frends.

  

Thay had not seen a bird with feathers like that! 

  

 

The next night, igh woke up and got a shock.

 

 

A bright blue bird woz right ther!

  

Shee sed that shee had been looking for mee.
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Shee told mee that shee sleeps at night.

 

 

Igh told her that igh sleep when the sun coms up.
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Igh took migh new frend too see the forest at night. 

 

   

Toodai, wee will see it in daylight. 

 

It will bee fun.

 

Igh am so glad that igh have made a new frend!

 

 

3 Check your own work. Use the tricky words you wrote earlier to check 
the tricky words in your sentences.
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Wun night, igh woz sitting in migh tree.

One night, I was sitting in my tree.

Ther woz a blue feather in migh tree! 

There was a blue feather in my tree! 

Igh tried too find the owner.

I tried to find the owner.

Igh went to arsk migh frends. 

I went to ask my friends. 

Thay had not seen a bird with feathers like that!

They had not seen a bird with feathers like that!

The next night, igh woke up and got a shock.

The next night, I woke up and got a shock.

A bright blue bird woz right ther!

A bright blue bird was right there!
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Shee sed that shee had been looking for mee.

She said that she had been looking for me.

Shee told mee that shee sleeps at night.

She told me that she sleeps at night.

Igh told her that igh sleep when the sun coms up.

I told her that I sleep when the sun comes up.

Igh took migh new frend too see the forest at night. 

I took my new friend to see the forest at night. 

Toodai, wee will see it in daylight. 

Today, we will see it in daylight. 

It will bee fun.

It will be fun.

Igh am so glad that igh have made a new frend!

I am so glad that I have made a new friend!
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